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DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality is the sum total of all that is.
Truth is the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called U'irk-
lichkeit in German, derived from wirken, to take eiJect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-
ness of things in their relations. Reality therefore implies not
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also. Existence
and its manifestation are not two different things ; both are one.
The idea of something absolutely Unknowable is therefore also
untenable ; it would imply the existence of an object whose ex-
istence is not manifested /. e. , existence without reality ; St-iii
ohne Wirktichkeit—which is a contradiction, an impossibility.]
Monism is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-
existence, and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.
Religion is man's aspiration to be in harmony with the All.
[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of The
Open Court, but all definitions that have been pr^ented are in
strict agreement. Mr. Hegeler in .No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the AH " (taking the definition from the Lu-
theran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durch Gott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-
hensive word The All). The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the AH" (No. 24); as "Das
Allgefiihl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]
Morals are man's conduct in so far as it is in unison with the All.
[The basis of morality is religion. A moral educator or
preacher may justly be asked, "On what authority dost thou jus-
tify thy precepts? " And he will tell us that his authority is not
personal; he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly
his authority is that of religion. If it were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
Ethics is the Science of Morals ; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate bis conduct so as to be in unison
with the All.
Natural history and the history of mankind prove that hereon
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.
JMorally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
/. e
,
those which enhance progress, and morally bad are those
which are not in harmony with the All, i. e
,
those which retard or
prevent progress.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced many superstitious notions in the world, of its
origin, and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that sci-
ence as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other. If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other is wrong. The history of the human
mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.
The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
the union of Religion and Science, and opens a new vista of prog-
ress for both.]
REVIE'W OF RECENT 'WORK OF "THE OPEN COURT."
The work of The Open Court, for the past six issues, covers
a wide range of subjects. In an article in No 87, "The Uni-
versal Faith," Mr. T. B. Wakemann, of New York, discusses the
foundations of a "monistic, positive, human, constructive re-
ligion." In the number preceding, an editorial essay points out
and emphasizes the radical difference between religious Creeds
and religious Faith. Then follow in Nos. 87, S8, and 89, re-
spectively, the articles, "Agnosticism and Auguste Comte's Pos-
itivism," " Space and Time, " ' Formal Thought and Ethics " ; the
first of which derives additional interest from its bearing upon the
controversy now raging between the Agnostic and Comtist phil-
osophers of England ; the two latter being essays in a constructive
philosophical series. "Personality, Individuality, Consciousness,"
is the title of an essay (No. 87) by M. Th. Ribot, the eminent
French psychologist, translated with his consent from Les Mala-
dies de la PcrsonaUle. It contains the gist, one may say, of the
principles from which modern psychology sets out. Dr. Felix
Oswald contributes, in No. 88, a paper on " Dreams and Visions,"
an interesting study ; and in No. 89, Mr. A. H. Heinemann writes
effectively upon "The Preservation of Moral Purity in Children."
Thus much for Science and Ethics.
In criticism, appears the striking article from the French of
Alfred Fouillee, entitled, M. Guvau's Faith
; in this essay the
doctrines of the poet philosopher are presented as he propounded
them in his conceptions of art, morality, and religion. The paper
"The Transient and the Permanent in Theodore Parker " (No.
gi), is Part I of a discourse held by Mr. Moncure D. Conw.w at the
dissolution of Mr. Parker's Society ; it is a bright and comprehen-
sive sketch of Mr. Parker's work and of the intellectual activity of
his time. Three articles (Nos. 90, 91, 92,) upon "The His-
tory of the People of Israel " are worthy of every reader's careful
perusal. The author, Prof. Cornill, is an orthodox theologian of
Konigsberg ; his researches are marked by critical acumen, spirit,
and above all, a love of truth. A unique feature of the last few
numbers is " The Sitaharanam," an Episode from a Sanskrit Epic,
translated into English prose by Prof, .\lbert Gunlogsen.
In Economics, the controversy between "Wheelbarrow" and
" Sympathizer," Nos. 78, 85, 86, 88, occupies the first place. The
subject is "Making Bread Dear"; the discussion embraces
"Corners," "Board of Trade," and "The Labor Problem."
Wheelbarrow is well known to readers of The Open Court
;
Sympathizer is a prominent Chicago citizen. The whole is now
published in pamphlet form.
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THE CONQUEST OF PALESTINE AND THE FOUNDING
OF THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL.
BY PROFESSOR CARL HEINRICH CORNILL.
Translated from the German by 'ii'Xv.
It would be erroneous to suppose that the whole
land of Palestine, directly upon occupation, became
the undisputed possession of the Israelites. In the
first chapter of the Book of Judges—one of the most
important and valuable of extant historical documents
—we possess a detailed enumeration of all the Ca-
naanites whom Israel " did not drive out." From this
enumeration it appears, that the best and most fertile
parts of the country, and above all, the majority of the
cities—with their strong fortifications, at all times im-
pregnable to the rude military art of the Israelites
—
remained in the possession of the Canaanites. Only
the forest-covered mountain ranges of Middle and
Northern Palestine were occupied by Israel ; and a
very long and obstinate work had still to be performed
before the Canaanite population was finally sub-
jugated; a task partly accomplished by force of arms
and the imposition of tributes, and partly by peccable
conquest and absorption with the people of Israel.
It must be admitted that to Moses and his work
Israel was indebted for the power with which through
ages it struggled victoriously in full consciousness of
the high aim that was to be attained. Moses had
given to the people a nationality and therewith an
inalienable palladium, which, purified and strengthened
by the power of religion, could not submit to oppres-
sion, but marched conquering onward ; it was owing to
Moses alone that in Canaan Israel did not become
Canaanites, but, on the contrary, that the Canaanites
were transformed into Israel.
Indeed, the actual outcome of the protracted con-
flict between these two peoples and different na-
tionalities, had not, to human calculations, by any
means been absolutely certain. In Canaan Israel
passed from a nomadic to an agricultural life, and
might not such a radical change of life and of its con-
ditions easily have brought about a transformation
of national character? Irrespective of the superior
culture and number of the Canaanites, Israel certainly
harbored within itself a very dangerous foe, and a
living germ of disorganisation; viz., the stubborn, stiff-
necked feeling of independence and the strong family
instincts, peculiar to nomads, that still clung to the
national character after the people had abandoned
nomadic ways of life. Even after the common effort
under Joshua had partially laid the foundations of na-
tional organization, the people were once again broken
up into families and tribes, who without concerted
action and without discipline, planlessly and aimlessly
sought localities in which to settle down. Tradition,
also, has expressly handed down a' number of peculiar
features of this tribal and family history.
One fraction of the tribe of Manasseh,—the fam-
ilies of Jair and Machir—conquered the region to
the east of lake Galilee (4 Mos. xxxii. 39-41 ; 5 Mos. iii.
14-15; Judg. X. 3-5)—a fact of the greatest importance,
because thereby there was reestablished a connection
between the West-Jordan country and Gilead, as the
Israelites called the East-Jordan region. The tribe
of Dan in its struggle against the powerful and warlike
Philistines, had failed to secure "a permanent settle-
ment in the fertile plain along the coast of the Med-
iterranean; but Dan thereupon conquered the city
of Laish in the far off north on the slopes of Mount
Hermon, and changed its name into that of Dan
(Judges xvii. and xviii. ; compare also i. 34). Shamir,
on Mount Ephraim, was settled by the family of Tola of
the tribe Issachar (Judges x. 1-2) ; Pirathon, in the
same locality, by the family of Abdon (Judges xii.
13-15); Aijalon by the Zebulonite family of Elon
(Judges xii. 11-12). This dispersion might have
proved injurious and even ruinous, if over all of them,
each family and each tribe, there had not reigned
supreme one common idea ; namely, Jahve, the God of
Israel.
Jahve was the only national principle, the onlj'
bond that bound together all Israelites ; in fact, as
Jahve's own people they were a nation. Only extreme
emergency had been able to effect a national union,
and that not a general, but merely a transient one.
After Joshua's victories, the Canaanites, through
the concentration and straining of all their resources,
seem to have made but one single effort to overcome
the invaders. Under the leadership of Sisera there
was effected a powerful coalition of Canaanite kings,
/ which undertook a war of extermination against Israel.
This war of extermination threatened to be realized to
the fullest extent. The Israelites were forced to seek
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hiding-places in the woods and in the mountains,
where they stayed until Jahve finally brought assist-
ance. At this critical moment a divinely inspired
woman, the prophetess Deborah, aroused the dis-
couraged Israelites. Under the leadership of Barak,
of the tribe of Issachar, 40,000 Israelites of the tribes
of Ephraim, Manasseh, Benjamin, Zebulun, Issachar,
and Naphtali assembled together, and now the power
of the Canaanites was unable to resist the ardent im-
petuosity of that great host, fighting for Jahve. At
Taanak, on the river Kishon, the Canaanite army was
defeated and dispersed, and Sisera himself in his flight
murdered by a woman (Judges iv. and v.). After this
battle we never again hear of resistance on the part
of Canaanites.
Israel at last enjoyed rest from the Canaanites ;
but now there threatened still another foe. Kindred
tribes looked with envy upon the success of Israel,
and naturally coveted their own share of the Canaan-
ite prey. Thus Moab even advanced across the Jor-
dan, and at Jericho, its king, Eglon, received the hom-
age and tribute of the tribe of Benjamin, until the Ben-
jamite Ehud stabbed Eglon and freed his people from
the foreign yoke (Judges iii. 12-30). Likewise Amnion
advanced toward the Jordan, and the hard-pressed
tribe of Gad was only saved through Jephthah's valor
(Judges xi.). At the very time when in Canaan Israel
was becoming an agricultural people, the nation con-
stantly suffered from the hostility and rapine of the
sons of the desert ; Amalekites, Midianites, Ishmaelites,
all of them sought to enrich themselves at the expense
of the Israelite husbandman, and to rob him of the
fruits of his labor.
The fact that bands of Midianites advanced, kill-
ing and plundering, as far as Mount Tabor, far in the
north, in the vicinity of Lake Galilee in the West-
Jordan region, is in itself a telling proof of how de-
fenceless Israel remained through its unfortunate
disunion against these predatory sons of the de-
sert.
This invasion of Midianites, moreover, had certain
important consequences. From sheer arrogance and
wantonness the Midianites had on Mount Tabor butch-
ered a number of prisoners belonging to the noble Man-
assite family of Abiezer. Then Gideon or Zerubbaal,
the head of the family, took to arms to wreak ven-
geance of blood on the murderers. He assembled his
own household and retainers, to the number of 300,
and with these went in pursuit of the departed Mid-
ianites. He overtook them far beyond the Jordan ;
he succeeded in dividing the forces of the enemy, and
took prisoners the two Midianite kings, Zebah and Zal-
munna, whom he ordered to be executed in expiation
of his murdered brothers. He thereupon punished
the inhabitants of Succoth and Penuel, who had scorn-
fully refused him their assistance in this expedition
of revenge (Judges viii.).
The conclusion of the narrative concerning Gideon
has, unfortunately, been mutilated. It must have re-
lated, that Gideon actually founded a tribal kingdom,
erected in his ancestral city of Ophrah a golden image
of Jahve, and held a regular court, with a number of
female retainers.
Thus from the house of Joseph proceeded the first
attempt at political concentration—the foundation of
a dynastical kingdom ; and, perhaps, from this dynas-
tical kingdom there might have been developed a folk-
kingship—but the time for this had not yet arrived.
Gideon, during his lifetime, remained in the undis-
puted possession of power over Joseph ; but after his
death the harem-regiment—that constant curse of all
oriental dynasties—likewise effected the ruin of his
house. Abimelech, the son of a woman of noble birth
from the city of Schechem—at the time a thoroughly
Canaanite city—with the aid of his Schechemite retain-
ers, seized the supreme power, attacked Ophrah and
slew his brothers—according to tradition, three score
and ten in number—upon one stone ; only the young-
est escaped. This event, naturally, was not of a kind
to cause kingship to strike deep roots in the heart of
the people of Israel.
Abimelech enjoyed the usurped power for only three
years, when he became involved in difficulties with the
men of Schechem. He also played the part of an Is-
raelite king to the city of Schechem, which scarcely
proved agreeable to the proud Canaanite nobles. They
openly revolted against him ; in consequence of which
event he conquered Schechem and razed it to the
ground. But fate overtook him at Thebez, upon
which city he had wished to bring the same ruin. In
the act of setting fire to a tower, into which the in-
habitants of Thebez had fled for shelter, a woman from
the roof of the structure hurled a mill-stone upon his
head, and he was killed (Judges ix. ). Thus the first
attempt to found an Israelitic kingdom had ended in
murder and conflagration.
Again the old anarchy prevailed, the old lack of
cohesion, which the Book of Judges describes in the
following words : "In those days there was no king
in Israel, but every man did that which was right in
his own eyes " (Judges xvii. 6 ; xxi. 25 ).
Incidentally, it may be observed, that it is simply
impossible to give even an approximate chronological
statement and arrangement of the events between the
exodus from Egypt and the reign of Saul. If Mer-
enptah was the Pharaoh of the exodus, we may place
them in the interval between about 1300 to about 1030;
the year 1017 as the year of Saul's death seems toler-
ably certain.
The kingship of Gideon, like a will-o'-the-wisp, had
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vanished from sight, and been followed by utter dark-
ness over the land of Israel. This darkness is only
cleared up by the subsequent events that brought about
the solid foundation of the national kingdom. The
national kingdom had become an absolute necessity.
An orderl}' government, popular feeling, and nation-
ality could only be preserved through the concentra-
tion in some strong hand of all the scattered and, con-
sequently, weakened national energies.
The notion that the creation of a purely human
kingship would be a grievous sin, because an apostasy
from Jahve, the only legitimate king of Israel, is but
a later assumption of Hebrew theological schools, and
discoverable for the first time, with certainty, in the
prophet Hosea. This idea was entirely unknown to
the olden time. The oldest sources relate all these
events with a rejoicing and thankful spirit ; in the rise
of the national kingdom they justly behold a signal
proof of the grace of Jahve; a direct, divine interposi-
tion of Jahve for the redemption of his people.
On the present occasion, the troubles arose from a
different direction, and were by far more serious than
any former had been. To the southwest of Mount
Ephraim, toward the Mediterranean, there dwelt the
warlike and valiant race of the Philistines—the hered-
itar)' foe of Israel. The Philistines profiting by the
helplessness of Israel, advanced toward the mountain
and invaded the fertile plain of Jezreel. The first
collision between the belligerents , at Ebenezer,
proved calamitous to Israel. Then Israel, in order to
secure the assistance of Jahve, fetched out of the tem-
ple at Shiloh the Ark of the Covenant, the ancient and
sacred war-symbol of the house of Joseph ; but the
second battle turned out even more disastrous. Thirty
thousand Israelites covered the field of battle, the Ark
of the Covenant was captured, and the power of Jo-
seph had been utterly broken (i Samuel iv.). The
Philistines dragged the Ark of the Covenant as a tro-
phy of war into their own country, burned and de-
stroyed the temple at Shiloh, and conquered the whole
land of Israel to the bank of the Jordan ; the people
were disarmed and held in awe by Philistine viceroys
and Philistine strongholds. Thus Dagon had tri-
umphed over Jahve.
But Jahve had not forsaken his people; through
the tr}'ing fire of extreme need and suffering he wished
to weld it together to a strong and united nation. An
aged seer, Samuel by name, had discovered in the
Benjamite Saul the man of the period, and had kin-
dled in his heroic soul a spark of patriotic enthusiasm.
Just at this time the Ammonites also insolently insulted
Israel, and threatened the city of Jabesh, in Gilead.
Then Saul slaughtered a yoke of oxen and sent the
bleeding pieces throughout Israel with the following
message: "Whosoever cometh not forth after Saul, so
shall it be done unto his oxen ! " A desperate host then
assembled around the bold leader ; the enemies were
taken by surprise and scattered to the winds.
The people, exultant over this first victory after
long servitude and shame, bore the fortunate general
in triumph to the ancient sacred spot of Gilgal, there
to place upon his head the royal diadem (i Samuel
ix.-xi. ).
Saul owed his crown to his sword, and his whole
reign was one uninterrupted strife ; for the main point
was, to become master in his own land, and to secure
it against determined enemies and overweening neigh-
bors. Saul at once addressed himself to the more dif-
ficult and more important task of throwing off thej^oke
of the Philistines. His son, Jonathan, slew the Phil-
istine governor, who held his court at Gibeah, and at
this signal of revolt the Philistine armies again poured
into the insurgent land of Israel. Saul could only
muster 600 men who had remained with him ; but the
lofty consciousness of fighting for home and hearth,
for freedom and honor, imparted heroic courage to the
men of Israel
;
Jonathan, above all, performed won-
ders of braver}', and, after a hot contest, victory de-
clared itself for the desperate little band (i Samuel
xiii.-xiv. ).
Yet this success was only a transient one. Saul
regarded as his main task to keep "in constant readi-
ness the fighting strength of his people, and to this
end he assembled about his person a small standing
army, made up of 3,000 of his boldest subjects. Thus
the star of King Saul arose at the beginning, bright
and brilliant, but very soon it was overcast by dark
clouds.
An "evil spirit from God" suddenly saddened the
heart of the king. His attendants called to his side
the Judean David, from Bethlehem, a man of tried
courage, a skilled performer on the harp, a knight and
troubadour in one, who, by his pleasant art, was ex-
pected to dispel the melancholy of the king. This
new actor on the stage of Israelitic history is, next to
Moses, the greatest personage of ancient Israel ; for
him had been reserved the glory of completing the
work of Moses. What Saul began, David executed
to its fullest extent ; outwardly he made Israel free
and independent, and inwardly united ; the political
and national consolidation of the people of Israel is
the work of David.
David was one of those divinely endowed natures
that win the hearts of all ; a born ruler, to whom all
willingly submit, and serve with alacrity. He ap-
pears before the king as a highly attractive figure,
graced with every ornament of mind and body—radi-
ant with youth, beauty, and strength ; by his bewitch-
ing amiableness commanding the love of all. At first
everything went well. Saul, too, could not resist the
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magnetism of his person ; he made him his armor-
bearer, his squire or "aide," and while David became
devotedly attached to Saul's son, the king gave him
his daughter in marriage.
This state of harmony, however, was not destined
to last long. The Philistines again invaded the land
and, during the war that ensued, David distinguished
himself to such an eminent degree, that even the
glory of the king was overshadowed. At that time of
history kings had also to be the bravest of their na-
tion, and we therefore easily understand that gloomy
jealousy now began to devour the melancholy heart of
the suspicious monarch. In a fit of sullen dejection
once, he even hurled a javelin at his son-in-law, and
the latter fled his presence. From that instant Saul's
good genius forsook him forever, and the close of his
reign exhibits a sad picture of civil strife and external
troubles.
Despite the critical condition of his kingdom Saul,
with an armed retinue, pursues the fleeing David,
and, finally, drives him out of the country. The hounded
fugitive was at last compelled to seek refuge among
the Philistines—the enemies of Israel. Within a year
and four months from that time, fate had overtaken
the Israelitic king. The Philistine host again com-
bined against Israel. A decisive battle was fought on
Mount Gilboa, in which Israel was utterly routed.
Saul, beholding the death of his three sons, fell, in a
fit of despair, upon his own sword. Such was the un-
toward end of the first king of Israel.
Saul is a truly tragical figure. Although en-
dowed with a grand and noble disposition, chivalrous
and heroical, fired with ardent zeal, yet, after all, he
had achieved next to nothing. At his death the con-
dition of things had again become the same as at the
time of his accession ; Israel lay prostrate, and the
power of the Philistines was greater and firmer than
ever before. Saul's failures must be attributed mainly
to his moral disposition. He was more of a soldier
than a ruler. He lacked the commanding personality,
the inborn power of leadership, and still more so, the
versatile, statesmanlike talent that David possessed.
Saul had honestly performed his kinglj' duties ; when
attacked, he returned blow for blow with telling vigor
;
but he was far from being a creative, organizing ge-
nius. Above all, he lacked, to a deplorable extent, all
sense and appreciation of the essential character and
national raison d'etre of the people of Israel. In this
latter respect, tradition has handed down a clearly
drawn portrait of Israel's king.
Saul was well on the way toward changing Israel
into a secular, military state, and thus turning the
nation from its true historical mission. A conquering
kingdom of this world, perhaps, might have boasted a
brief period of transient splendor and prosperity; but
it would have disappeared, without leaving a trace
of its existence, like Egypt and Assyria, Babylonia
and Persia, Media and Lydia. King Saul, certainly,
is entitled to our deepest compassion and heart- felt
sympathy, but the fall of his dynasty was fortunate
for Israel.
Yet not unavenged was Saul's blood shed on the
heights of Gilboa ; his avenger and the genuine per-
former of his life-work arose in the Judean whom he
had attacked and persecuted. Cautious conduct was
now necessary on David's part. It would have been
worse than foolhardy with only 600 Judeans to open
war with the Philistines. Above all David wished to
save what still might be saved. He therefore caused
himself to be anointed hereditary king of Judah, under
Philistine suzerainty ; while Abner, Saul's general,
assembled the scattered remnants of Saul's power in
the East-Jordan country, and at Mahanaim made
young Ishbosheth king ; the latter was Saul's only
surviving son, and probably not yet of age.
David resided seven years in Hebron and Ish-
bosheth likewise seven in Mahanaim. Abner made
the attempt to subject David to the sceptre of Ish-
bosheth, but in this attempt he was completely foiled
by the bravery of David's Judeans. Shortly afterwards
Abner, the only support of the house of Saul, was
murdered and Ishbosheth himself fell a victim to the
vengeance of blood ; and at this conjuncture the north-
ern tribes agreed to confer upon David the govern-
ment of the lands of Saul.
Even the first measure enacted by David as over-
king of Israel bears witness to his high statesmanly
genius. The city of Jebus remained still in the hands
of the Canaanites ; David conquered this city and
made it the political capital of the new kingdom. This
city was strongly fortified by its natural surroundings,
situated rather toward the middle-region of the king-
dom, and while independent of any of the tribes, and
raised above and beyond their petty rivalries, it was
better adapted for the purpose intended than any other
city. As a characteristic contrast to this policy, Saul,
even as king, had quietly continued to reside in his
native village. The founding of Jerusalem, as David
called his new "city of David," was a fact of the
greatest historical importance, when we bear in mind
what Jerusalem became to the people of Israel and
later through Israel to humanity.
Now, at last, the eyes of the Philistines were
opened at their former loyal vassal, and they en-
deavored to choke, at its very birth, the rising power of
David—but in vain. The task upon which Saul had
been wrecked, was accomplished by David, and indeed
definitively. David for all coming ages made the
return of the Philistines an impossibility, yet, on the
other hand, he did not molest them in their own
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country ; did not rob them of a single inch of land or
take a single stone from their fortresses.
David figures as the greatest warrior of ancient
Israel. Victory ever remained faithful to him ; he
humbled all the neighbor-nation's or conquered them
—
but we must particularly lay stress upon the fact, that
David waged all his brilliant wars only in order to
repel unprovoked attacks, and in defense of the most
vital interests of his people. It cannot be proved, or
even made to seem probable, that any of his wars had
been begun by himself personally. David was no
greedy robber, no vulgar swash- buckler.
Yet even all these heroical deeds are not the grandest
trait of his character ; what he achieved in the inner
moral sphere is of infinitely greater importance. Above
all his heart beat high in unison with the national soul
of Israel. As a true Israelite he was a faithful servant
and worshiper of Jahve, for whose sole glory and with
whose trusting aid he wielded the sword. He wisely
understood that a king of Israel must not only be a
brave warrior, but that in the Israelitic state there also
must be a place for Jahve. ' In conformity with this
view David wished within the political centre of his
kingdom to create also an ideal, religious centre.
While Saul characteristically had allowed the Ark of
the Covenant, the people's old-time halidom, to perish
from oblivious neglect, David's earliest concern was
to fetch it back from the little village, where it re-
mained forgotten, and bring it into the new political
capital, where it would occupy a more worthy station;
just as Gideon once had inaugurated his tribal dynasty
by the erection of a sanctuary in his native city of
Ophra. David himself never undertook any important
action without first consulting Jahve through the priest.
The portrait of David is not wanting in human
traits of the worser sort, and the books of Samuel
with inexorable love of truth have not in the least
wished to hide or mince the matter. Still, the fact
remains that David stands forth as the most luminous
figure and most gifted personality in the whole history
of Israel, in greatness surpassed only by the prophet of
Sinai, by Moses, "the man of God."
What David achieved for Israel cannot be rated
too high. Israel as a people, as a political factor, as
a concrete power in the world's history, as a nation
in the highest sense, is exclusively the work of David
;
and, although the kingdom which he built up through
the struggles and anxieties of a long and active life,
soon collapsed ; although Israel itself, even a few gener-
ations after his death, was again divided into two
halves—still, the ideal unity long survived the divis-
ion that had really taken place. The past grandeur
of the Davidian Epoch still became the haunting dream
of the future days of Israel ; and it is not through a
mere chance that the wistful longing, and even the
consolation of Israel, should reappear in the form of
a returning ideal, David, who, in his own person,
should "Combine all the virtues and excellencies of the
historical David; without any of his foibles.
With David the people of Israel had, once for all
time, reached the acme of its national existence; his
like never appeared again. After David, the history
of the people of Israel changes into a continuous trag-
edy, pointedly illustrating the words of the Apostle
Paul, that the misfortune of Israel enriched the world.
The pearl is a disease of the shell, and kills that which
creates it. And thus, also, the costly legacy be-
queathed by Israel to the world, gushed forth from a
well of tears. The worldly grandeur of Israel col-
lapsed stone by stone, inch by inch, into utter decay;
but the smaller it might appear outwardly the greater
it became inwardly. In the downfall of Israel Jahve
triumphed; and on the ruins of Jerusalem, Jeremiah
proclaimed the New Covenant.
Israel died as a political nation, but arose again as
a religious sect, as a community of the pious, the God-
fearing, who, alone, would be privileged, and able,
from out of their midst, to send forth another son of
David, according to the flesh, and, spiritually, the per-
former of the work of Moses; greater than David,
greater even than Moses.
DREAMS AND VISIONS.*
BY FELIX L. OSWALD, M. D.
The converts of Darwinism know that many of their
opponents are apt to waive their objections after
becoming familiar with certain species of their dumb
fellow-creatures, and, as it were, studying the step-
ping-stones by which evolution has advanced in the
progress from reptile to man.
For similar reasons many of our dualistic friends
would be likely to modify their theories of hypnotic
visions if they could study the numerous transition-
forms between ordinary sleep and the alleged preter-
natural phenomena of somnambulism and clairvoyance.
The essential difference between dream-visions and
the impression of waking experience is the direction
of the mental process, which in waking transmits its
conceptions from the external senses towards the
brain,—in sleep from the cerebral centres towards the
external senses. In vivid dreams that activity of the
brain-organism may affect the senses in a way re-
sembling the promptings of volition. In moments of
danger persons fleeing from an assassin or from a
pursuing wild beast will shriek out for help ; and per-
haps ninety-nine of a hundred sleepers are occasionally
apt to betraj' by similar exclamations the impressive-
* Copyrighted under " Body and Mind
;
Part XXIV.
, The Data of Moral Physiology.'
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ness of a distressing night-vision. A considerable
proportion of vivid dreamers carry on audible conver-
sations. Some of them give utterance to abrupt phrases,
suggestive of anger or fear, while others voice both
their thoughts and the replies of an imaginary com-
panion, and often seem to rehearse elaborate dramas
of dream-life, interjecting their remarks with laughs
or impatient epithets, and even changing the sound
of their voice, to suit the role of the various dramatis
persona. Many sleep-talkers accompany their words
by animated gestures. In the military hospital of
Puebla, Mexico, we had a patient who in his dream-
talks would often clench his fists, and still oftener clap
his hands—not in token of applause, but, as it seemed,
under the promptings of a desire to emphasize his
disregarded demands. '• Andale," he would grunt
out in his guttural Spanish—"hurry up,"—"give me
that bag back right away
—
andale, demonio !" and then
clutch at the empty air and finally clap his hands in
a way that could be plainly heard on the outside of
the building. He had also a trick of suddenly push-
ing out his fist as if in the act of repelling a trouble-
some aggressor, but rarely moved his feet; and it
would, indeed, seem that only five or six of a hundred
sleep-actors ever leave their beds, but content them-
selves with such interludes as they can enact with
their hands and occasional movements of their neck-
muscles, as in nodding or shaking their heads.
Somnambulism is not always accompanied by at-
tempts at audible conversation, but its proximate
motive seems generally to be either an unusually vivid
dream or the after-effect of a train of thoughts which
has occupied the mind of the dream-walker in his
waking-hours. The results of the latter mode of
causation include many phenomena which our hyper-
physical friends are specially apt to attribute to the
inspiration, or the direct agency, of visitors from other-
worldly spheres; but it is a suggestive fact that the
effect of very similar antecedents of our waking ex-
perience can often be traced in ordinary dreams, as
when a mother receives a letter announcing the serious
illness of her son and in the dreams of the next night
visits the sick-bed of her absent child. Similar after-
effects of disquieting thoughts occasionally prompt
sleepers to enact their dreams, and as we have seen in
the foregoing paper, the remarkable results of that
hypnotic activity can be explained by the circumstance
that in sleep the mind is more fully concentrated upon
a single problem of which the solution, in waking
hours, would be confused or biased by conventional
prejudices, as well as by the impressions of the ex-
ternal senses. Hence the frequent experience that
somnambulists will execute feats—both mental and
physical—apparently beyond the scope of their or-
dinary faculties. Dream-walkers will leave their beds
and use an open window to reach a roof-top which in
daytime they would hardly have ventured to ascend
with the aid of a ladder, or walk safely along the edge
of a precipice where dizziness would make the co-
operation of the conscious sensorium a direct cause of
danger. There is a story of two Scotch highlanders
who happened to see a fish-hawk's nest in a crevice of
a deep cliff overhanging a point of the sea-shore
almost inaccessible on account of the violence of the
breakers, and engaged in a dispute as to the possibility
of reaching the nest from the top of the cliff. Their
controversy finally led to a wager which the j'ounger
of the two friends proposed to settle on the next calm
day, by clambering down the precipice with the aid of a
common grappling hook. The incident had almost
been forgotten, when one night Sandy saw his friend
get out of bed and leave the room by sliding down
a tree that could be reached from the top of a rustic
balcon}' in front of the window. Wondering what his
room-mate could be about, Sandy slipped down-stairs
and peered about the yard and adjoining garden, but
the night-walker had disappeared in the darkness.
Early the next morning they found him on the front-
porch of the house, where he had fallen asleep on an
armful of sticks and reeds, which on closer inspection
proved to be the nest of the fish-hawk. Near by lay
a silken neckerchief, tied up in the form of a pouch,
and containing two grayish-white eggs ; but on awaken-
ing, the sleeper seemed wholly unable to account for
his absence from the bedroom, though his scratched
arms and shins attested the vicissitudes of his noc-
turnal adventure.
The propitious calmness of the night probably
suggested the idea of the strange expedition ; and there
are several well-attested cases of dreamers recording
the solutions of intricate mental problems, which some
instinct or other seemed to warn them against trust-
ing to the biased faculties of the waking mind or
to the doubtful safekeeping of memory. "A distin-
guished British lawyer," says Dr. Abercrombie (///-
tellectualPowers, p. 306), " had been consulted respect-
ing a case of great importance and much difficulty,
and he had'been studying it with intense anxiety and
attention. After several days had been occupied in
this manner, he was observed by his wife to rise from
his bed in the night and go to a writing desk which
stood in the bedroom. He then sat down and wrote
a long paper which he carefully put by in his desk,
and returned to bed. The following morning he told
his wife that he had a most interesting dream ; that
he had dreamt of delivering a clear and luminous
opinion respecting a case which had exceedingly per-
plexed him ; and that he would give anything to recover
the train of thought which had passed before him in
his dream. She then directed him to the writing-
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desk, where he found the opinion clearly and fully
written out; and this was afterwards found to be per-
fectly correct.
"
Another circumstance which proves the identity
of the mental process in ordinary dreams and a state
of somnambulism, is the tendency to assimilate inci-
dental sense-impressions to the topics engrossing the
dreaming mind. We dream of a battle, and the pound-
ing of a knocker on our neighbor's door is at once
interwoven with the fabric of our dream-visions and
falls on the ear like the booming of a distant can-
nonade. The rattle of an opening window shutter
becomes the clatter of galloping amunition-wagons,
the sound of booted feet, kicking off clods of snow, is
metamorpiiosed into the plunging of a wounded horse,
and thfciight of the neighbor's lantern (affecting the
sleeper's retina through his closed eyelids) into the
blaze of a musket, followed by a loud report—the
slam of the closing door. No skill of a magic-lantern
artist can exceed the ingenuity of a ghost-seer in
projecting the phantoms of his cerebral organism
upon the surface of external objects : A flitting shadow
assumes the outlines of a human form and finall}' the
unmistakable features of his departed friend ; a faint
mumble is recognized as the sound of a well-known
voice, a spirit hand beckons from the darkness, and
imagination supplies all the requisite details to com-
plete the illusiveness of the vision.
In disease such visions often pursue the patient
even into a state of half-waking consciousness. "A
young lady of my acquaintance," says Dr. W. B. Car-
penter, "was affected with a long and trying illness,
in which all the severest forms of hysterical disorder
successively presented themselves. The state of som-
nambulism usually supervened in this case upon the
waking state, instead of arising, as it more commonly
does, out of the condition of ordinary sleep. In this
condition her ideas were at first entirely fixed upon one
subject, the death of her only brother, which had oc-
curred some years previously. To this brother she
had been very strongly attached ; she had nursed him
in his last illness, and it was perhaps the return of the
anniversary of his death, about the time when the
somnambulism first occurred, that gave to her thoughts
that particular direction. She talked constantly of him,
retraced all the circumstances of his illness and was
unconscious of anything that was said to her which
had not reference to this subject. On one occasion
she mistook her sister's husband for her lost brother
;
imagined that he was come from heaven to visit her,
and kept up a long conversation with him under this
impression. This conversation was perfectly rational
onjier side, allowance being made for the fundamen-
tal error of her data. Thus she begged her supposed
brother to pray with her ; and on his repeating the
J^ord's prayer, she interrupted him after the sentence
"forgive us our tresspasses," with the remark : "But
-you need not pray thus; your sins are already forgiven. "
Although her eyes were open she recognized no one
in this state, not even her own sister, who had not
been at home at the time of her brother's last illness."
The author of "Intellectual Powers" mentions the
even more suggestive case of an English officer whose
dreams could be prompted or changed at will by words
whispered into the sleeper's ears or objects brought
into contact with his hands or lips, and who, by his
actions, proved how completely his imagination sup-
plied the details of the visions suggested by the scant
data of such sense impressions: "Atone time his mis-
chievous friends conducted him through the whole
progress of a quarrel which ended in a duel, and when
the parties were supposed to be met, a pistol was put
in his hand, which he fired and was awakened by the
report. On another occasion they found him asleep
on the top of a locker or bunk in the cabin, when they
made him believe he had fallen overboard and exhorted
him to save himself by swimming. They then told him
that a shark was pursuing him, and urged him to dive
for his life, which he did, with such force as to throw
himself from the locker upon the cabin floor, by which
he was much bruised, and, of course, awakened. After
the landing of the army his friends found him one day
asleep in his tent, and evidently much annoyed by the
cannonading. They then made him believe that he
was engaged when he showed an evident disposition
to run away. Against this they remonstrated, but at
the same time increased his fears, by imitating the
groans of the wounded and the dying, and when he
asked, as he often did, who was down, they named his
particular friends. At last they told him that the man
next to him had fallen, when he instantly sprang from
his bed, rushed from the tent and was awakened by
falling over the tent-ropes."
Dreams, as well as trance-actions, are, indeed, apt
to reveal the true character of a person more readily
than his ordinary conduct, and' often more so than his
waking thoughts. Those thoughts, even in reveries
giving the freest rein to fancy, are constantly checked
and biased by the day-dreamer's principles, circum-
stances, and notions of practical possibilit}', all of
which are excluded from the purely inclination-guided
caprices of his dream-life. Of course, those caprices
cannot be accepted as a hint of the dreamer's actual
intentions. They do not prognosticate the probability
of what he would be apt to do. They merely indicate
his inclination, and betray—often for the first time,
even to his own mind, what he would like to do, in the
absence of unpropitious circumstances. The influence
of educational ethics, for instance, has no vote what-
ever in the councils of dreamland. "In dreams,"
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says Miss Cobbe, "we conimit acts for which we
_
should weep 'tears of blood, if they were real, and yet
never feel the slightest remorse. The familiar check
of waking hours, ' I must not do it because it would be
unjust or unkind, ' never seems to arrest us in the
satisfaction of our wayward fancies in sleep. A dis-
tinguished philanthropist, exercising for many years
high judicial functions, continually commits forgery ;
and only regrets the act when he learns that he is to be
hanged."
Disregard of circumstantial considerations, is, how-
ever, in dreams not limited to the moral aspect of our
projects, and conceptions which in sleep excite our ex-
ultation with the consciousness of having solved a
problem of vital importance, are on awakening dis-
missed with a sigh, as wholly inapplicable to the
needs of practical life. We plan enterprises with the
hoped-for assistance of friends whose funeral we at-
tended a quarter of a century ago ; we invoke the aid
of gods whose very statues have lost their helping
hands ; the seed of our golden harvest is entrusted
to a soil that has ceased to repay the trouble of
tillage.
Such limitations of dream-conceptions are, however,
sometimes compensated by their intensity ; their very
one-sidedness favors concentration, and the wholly
abnormal clearness of dream-born recollections can
be explained by the circumstance that the experience
of former years has left on our memory traces of many
things that cannot be defined in words, and cannot be
conjured up by the word-circumscribed thoughts of
our waking hours.
THE NEED OF AN ACADEMIC CHAIR FOR THE
TEACHING OF EVOLUTION.
A SUGGESTION BY PROF. E. D. COPE.
With the permission of our distinguished contrib-
utor. Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, we publish
the following extract from a communication to Mr. E.
C. Hegeler: •
" There ought to be somewhere in America a chair,
" or an institution devoted to the teaching of evolu-
" tion from the basis upwards. Commencing with the
"lowest forms of life and rising to the highest, there
"should be an exposition by lecture and museum of
"the genealogies of plants and animals to man, and a
"statement of the laws deducible from the facts. The
"evolution of mind should follow, in all its parts,
"terminating in the highest aspects of intellect, feel-
"ing, and will.
"Such a chair was created in Germany a few years
"ago. To me the correct knowledge of evolution
"involves that of every science and philosophy and
"of practical life."
CORRESPONDENCE.
MR. PENTECOST AND GEORGEISM.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
The Single-tax religion, which is to "solve the labor ques-
tion " and "make Christianity possible," has grown very thin un-
der the attenuating advocacy o£ Mr. Hugh O. Pentecost. With
excusable vanity Mr. Pentecost exults because I paid him the
tribute of saying that, " If Mr. George left the key to his problem
in the hands of any man, he left it in the hands of Mr. Pentecost."
I did say that; but when I said it, I thought that Mr. Pentecost
was a more inspired and more competent apostle than he is. I
cheerfully withdraw the opinion, and apologize for having uttered
it. I think now that Mr. George put that key into his own pocket,
and carried it away with him to England. Mr. Pentecost still per-
sists in whittling the doctrine down to the common-place exaction
known as ground-re7it , imposed and collected after the m^^jner of
Chicago in the case of the First National Bank, and after the man-
ner of New York in the case of the city docks. How much has
Christianity been made possible in New York by the application
of the Henry George theory to the city docks ?
I am aware that Mr. Pentecost has the advantage of me in
this discussion because of his greater learning, and his more ex-
tensive acquaintance with the subject. He is candid enough to
acknowledge this himself, and politely says, that Wheelbarrow
"does not know what he is writing about." As to himself he
frankly says; " There can be no doubt, then, that I know what I
am talking about. If anyone knows what Georgeism is, I do."
There is such a cheerful egotism in all this, that I will not disturb
the complacency of Mr. Pentecost by any language of resentment.
I will merely, in a religious way, sprinkle a few coals of fire, or a
few drops of hot water on his head.
Mr. Pentecost accuses me of "lamentable ignorance, " but I
will bear the reproach with resignation if he will only be civil to
himself, and continue to describe himself with becoming pride as
an " intelligent single-taxer." His opportunities have been greater
than mine, and I shall never be able to compete with him in the
graces of controversy and the eloquence of slang. I will reason
with him as well as I can, without wishing to "prance into the
ring," to "jump on him," or to "pin. hira down." I will not call
him a " wriggler," nor appeal from his " high jinks," whatever
they may be. In those prize-ring dialectics, where he is so " intel-
ligent," I must confess to " lamentable ignorance." That style of
grammar and diction still further dilutes the doctrine which Mr.
Pentecost, with sectarian conceit, absurdly entitles " Georgeism."
The more tenderly Mr. Pentecost nurses it with strong language,
the weaker it grows.
I once heard a three-thimble artist at Epsom races rebuke the
by-standers for " wriggling " after the nimble pea instead of select-
ing, in a straightforward way, the thimble which concealed it.
The reproach appeared to me to be unjust, because the wriggling
eye-search for the pea was due to the wriggling of the pea itself,
under the three thimbles manipulated by the artist. I am told
that three-card monte has the same peculiarities, and that it is only
by ingenious mental wriggling that the by-standers can track the
Jack of Clubs, and "pin him down." Now there are three thim-
bles called, respectively, "single-tax," "ground-rent," and "land-
confiscation." Under which of them is " Georgeism " ? Mr. Pen-
tecost, accomplished in what he elegantly calls ' ' illustrative tricks,
"
and " sleight-of-hand performances, " lifts up the "ground-rent"
thimble and exposes the pea for an instant, but when the by-
stander bets his money on it and lifts the thimble, he finds that
the pea has fled. It is then under the " single-tax" or the " con-
fiscation " thimble. The man who can follow " Georgeism " in
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its wriggling journey under the three thimbles, must be himself a
" wriggler " equal in quickness to the man who moves the thimbles.
" Don't be a-frightened, ladies and gentlemen," said the pop-
merchant at the picnic, as the liberated corks Hew out of the bottles
with a noise like the firing of artillery, " don't be a-frightened ; it's
only ginger beer." " Don't be a-frightened," says Mr. Pentecost,
"it isn't confiscation ; it's only ground-rent ; that's all there is to
Georgeism." There is a melancholy deception here, in which Mr.
Pentecost is himself deceived. I think that land confiscation is
" all there is to Georgeism." It is that, or it is nothing. In this
meaning of " Georgeism " lies its popularity, for " appropriating "
land by government gratifies the landless. It may be, as Mr. Pen-
tecost says, that " 'Wheelbarrow does not understand the single-
tax doctrine, " but Mr. George understands it, and he says, that
" Georgeism" proposes " to take for the use of the community the
w/iolc income arising from land, just as effectually as it could be
taken \iy formally appropriating and letting out the land." I think
that is confiscation. I have no patent on my opinion; I adopted
it from "Webster, who, in defining the word " confiscation " bor-
rowed from Henry George the very language I have quoted above.
In defiance of the obvious meaning of the words, Mr. Pentecost
persists in saying that they express nothing but ground-rent.
Having tried to show wherein the scheme is confiscation, I
will now try to show wherein it is not ground-rent. In doing this,
it becomes necessary to " wriggle " around after the nimble pea in
its tortuous windings among the intricate meanings of the word
"tax" and "rent." These words are used interchangeably by
" intelligent single- taxers," to confound the moral distinctions be-
tween "rent," which government has no right to exact, and
" taxes, " which government has the right to impose. A tax is
never levied by government upon its own land; rent is never
drawn by government from land not its own. Whatever income
is received by government from its own land is rent, assessed by
special contract between the government and the occupier of the
land, as a tax never is. A tax does not rest upon any special con-
tract between the government and the tax payer. Its rate and
amount are fixed by the government alone, at its own will. Ground-
rent is a compensation rendered to the owner of land by the occu-
pier of it; and no person other than the owner has any right to
exact ground-rent for the use of land. Before government can'
"make Christianity possible " in the United States by exacting
ground-rent from land, it must first own the land.
Mr. Pentecost, rather heedlessly I think, asserts that the
George doctrine is already applied by the city of New York to the
city docks, and by the city of Chicago to the First National Bank
of Chicago. As to the New York matter I am not informed, but I
know something about the First National Bank of Chicago, and I
can assure Mr. Pentecost that the illustration is a very unfortunate
one for him. The city of Chicago gets ground-rent from the First
National Bank because the city owns the land on which the bank
building stands. This rent has been assessed by mutual agreement
between the First National Bank and the city of Chicago. It is
rent fixed by contract, and not a tax imposed by the one-sided will
of the city. Time v/as when the city owned the bank lot, and the
adjoining lot. It sold the adjoining lot, and therefore obtains no
revenue from it except the proportion of taxes levied upon it in
common with other lots of equal value under the revenue law.
From the lot which the city owns it obtains ground-rent ; from the
other lot it obtains taxes. Before it can obtain ground-rent from
both lots the city must own them both, and before it can own
them both it must confiscate or buy that adjoining lot. Mr. Pen-
tecost sneers at the danger of "eviction" under "Georgeism,"
and innocently remarks: " The fear of eviction was not before the
eyes of the men who built the massive buildings in Chicago upon
the city ground-rent plan." True enough ! But why ? Because
they had a seventy years lease of the land. Does Mr. Pentecost
think that men will put up "massive buildings " without ample
security. of possession ? Does he think that men would put up
"massive buildings" if they supposed that "Georgeism" was
among the possibilities of social or political change ?
I do not know that Mr. Pentecost has ever been a school-
teacher, but I suspect him, because he talks like the fretful school-
master under whose neglect I finished my education. I had
struggled up to the rule of three, and half way through it, when I
came to an " example " which baffled me. I appealed for help to
the teacher, but he scolded me, and said that I was ignorant, and
stupid, and that my efforts were all nonsense. He helped me a
little with his cane, but he did not show me how to do the sum,
and so I graduated there and then right in the middle of the rule
of three. My school days ended and my child-labor began. I am
still wondering how to work that sura. I have long since forgiven
my teacher for not showing me how to do it, because I found out
afterwards that he did not know. His reproaches were intended
to conceal his own incapacity. Mr. Pentecost talks exactly like
my poor old schoolmaster when he rebukes me thus ;
'• When Wheelbarrow says that under the George system, ' the land itself
and not the value of the land ' would be sold by the sheriff to satisfy the
claims of the tax-collector, he talks nonsense. How can land which is taxed
by the government u/> to its full rental value have any selling value f
'
'
The " nonsense " consists in taxing the land up to its full rental
value ; but before exposing that, I must compliment Mr. Pente-
cost on the dexterity with which he conjured the little pea from
the "rent" thimble to the "tax" thimble. It is now "taxes"
and not " ground-rent " that he talks about. " How can land," he
asks, "which is taxed by the government up to its full rental
value have any selling value ? " In this conundrum the "intelli-
gent single-taxer " displays at least a glimmer of genuine intelli-
gence. It appears to me that such land has no more selling value
than the bung-hole of a barrel ; and the paradox presented by the
question stultifies the whole theory of Henry George. Land which
is taxed up to its full rental value is confiscated and smitten barren
by the law. It is barren to the owner because blighted by taxes
equal to its product. It is barren to the government, which has
taxed it up to the confiscation point, for no man will buy it thus in-
cumbered. When I pointed out that anomaly, the "intelligent
single-taxers " told me that I did not know what I was talking
about, and that they only meant the rental value of the land inde-
pendent of the improvements. The pea wriggled away again.
The conundrum put by Mr. Pentecost presents the distinction
between "rent" and "taxes." It is true that only the i'<r/"t' of
land is taxed, but although the taxation is of the abstract, the
collection is of the substance. Government may tax the key-hole
of a house, but the house will be liable for the tax So, if the tax
on the value of land is not paid, the land is answerable for the
debt. If because of excessive taxation, or for other reasons, the
land has no selling value, the government buys it, or "bids it in
"
for the amount of the taxes, and thus becomes the owner of the
land, as the United States of America became owner of the Ar-
lington estate at Washington. Not so with delinquent rent. In
this case the owner of the land resumes possession of it in the last
resource, and evicts the tenant for non-payment of the rent agreed
upon. Rent is assessed by contract between two or more ; taxes
by the sovereign will of one.
I never said that " under the George system Tom Clark would
be taxed S8 or $10 on his farm." I was merely quoting the opin-
ions of some of my critics to that effect, and I was trying to show
how erroneous their estimate must be, and that if all the public
burdens be thrown upon land values, the sharejof Clark must be
very much greater than that estimate. But what matter ? The
question of Clark's proportion is devoured by the larger theme,
the proposition to " take for the use of the community" the whole
• of his farm, and in this way deprive him of it altogether.
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The amount of Clark's taxes is a trivial question in comparison
with the proposal to confiscate his farm. Wheelbarrow.
POSITIVIST AND MONIST, NOT A COMTIST NOR
SPENCERIAN.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
Your correspondent, R. F. Smith (in The Open Court, No.
90), in " Comtists and Agnostics," fails to catch on to my article on
The Universal Faith (in The Open Court, No. 87), and in a very
readable way sadly misinterprets its drift and purpose. There-
fore allow a few words of iteration and explanation.
Let me say for the hundredth time, as I did in that article,
that I am neither a Comtist nor a Spencerian ; that I swear in the
words of no master, wear no collar, and only seek the True and the
Good everywhere, and by every help I can. From that point of
view who could fail to be interested in the fact of the general dis-
agreement of the leaders of modern thought ? Harrison thunders
at Spencer, who returns the fire, and Prof. Huxley pours his
broadsides into both of them, while the republican or anti-papacy
and anti-Comtist Positivists get in a stray shot as best they can.
Amid this mutually destructive war the Monists appear upon the
field with an Open Court, into which they invite all contendents,
with a view of final adjustment of as many of their differences as
possible upon the higher ground of a Scientific Universal Faith.
My article sought to show that Prof. Huxley, the very father of
the Agnostics, had made a statement of " a religion " upon which it
seemed all could unite ; except the Comtists, who could not with-
out dropping their singular, inhuman, uuevolutionary, and unsci-
entific papacy
; and except the Spencerians, " Spencer & Co.," be-
cause they were anarchistic, metaphysical dualists, and not Posi-
tivists, Monists, nor true and consistent Agnostics. Spencer was
•called a "Philosophic Balaam," because of his inconsistency in
appearing as the appropriator of the four corner-stones of the Uni-
versal Faith, which Comte had put into position as the foundation
of that Faith, only to break them up and make them useless as
such foundation. How thoroughly Spencer & Co. have done that,
notwithstanding Mr. Smith's denial, is manifest enough, viz.:
a) The relatizdty of knoxvledge, Spencer has practically de-
stroyed by laying emphasis upon an unknowable Absolute, as the
one object of exclusive religious awe or worship, Comte was a
consistent relativist and Agnostic, and put his emphasis, both philo-
sophic and religious, also upon the knowable and the human.
b) The classificatiofi of the sciences, Spencer took out of its real
objective order from the stars to man, and divided it into abstract,
abstract-concrete, and concrete, which ends most impractically
with astronomy and sociology in the same concrete division, with
no world between them !
c) Spencer then, in "The Genesis of Science," attacks and
continues the attack on the law of " the three states " and the five
states of history, viz.: from Fetishism, Sabeanism, Polytheism,
Monotheism, to Positivism, or Monism, as I proposed to call it.
The general result is to make a pot-pouiri of history, and of the
whole process of deanthropomorphization.
d) Then our Balaam tackles Humanity as a conscious organ-
ism, and insists that it should be of the j "Uy-fish variety, without
head or tail, and ending in " Administrative Nihilism " for its ac-
tivity, as Prof, Huxley has humorously pointed out in his article
never to be read enough.
Mr. Smith says that Spencer is in favor of all these corner-
stones
; to which I said and say, Yes ! but in such a way as to
blast them out, and make them of no use as corner-stones of any
Universal Faith. For this very reason Spencer & Co. are leading
a modern reaction in the name of science in favor of superstition
and brutality, which every true Monist, Agnostic, Scientist and
Humanitarian should join with Prof. Huxley in arresting as far as
possible. Under the disguise of the Unknowable and the lead of
Prof. Fiske, the twilight of the gods has a quasi- scientific sanction,
which makes every theological vampire flap his wings with the
hope that a new morning has come for him, and turn to his suck-
ing again with delight. Thus the Spencerian idea of natural se-
lection, and evolution, and of the " Coming Slavery," makes every
human despot and oppressor exult that the fightiest is, after all,
the fittest, and that might makes right ; while the moral or human
selection, which would give might to the right, is disowned as
simply a sentimental weakness of philanthropic fools.
My article was thus a protest against both Comtism and Spen-
cerism, in the hope that we might bring to view Monism as a higher
and clearer reconciliative ground upon which real scientific Hu-
manitarians, Positivists, and Agnostics could find a common home,
leaving Harrison and Spencer, the Comtists and the Unknowables,
to fight out their differences below, as simply Papacy vs. Anarchy :
both of which are equally abhorrent to me.
This much it was needful to say, because Mr. Smith's short
letter will be read by many who will not read my article referred
to, and who will obtain an impression just the reverse of what was
intended. His letter is a clear case of false labeling, which is the
opprobrium of popular philosophic discussion. Nothing is more
unfair than this wholesale naming business. Call a man a " Com-
tist," or " Spencerian," and it is commonly taken for granted that
the limitations of those great men go to any one who happens to
be thuS named as their follower. Against this habit of being dis-
posed of by a label, wholly false in fact, I protest.
Yours Respectfully,
T. B. Wakeman.
New York, May 19, E. M. 289.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.^
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
CHAPTER XXXV. — Continued.
The lackey laid the table. Whenever he offered
Mr. Hummel a dish, the latter gave him a withering
look, and did not endeavor to make his office easy
to him. While the servant was removing the things,
Mr. Hummel began :
"Now permit me to talk of our affairs, it will be
along account ; have you patience for it?"
The evening had set in, darkness lay over the
dismal house, the storm came on, the windows rattled,
and the rain poured down. Use sat as in a dream.
In the inidst of the stormy scenes of the past daj' and
the uneasy expectation of a wild night, the comfortable
prose of the Park Street rose before her, where, fearless
and secure, she was at peace with herself and the world,
—so far as the world was not ve.xatious. But she felt
how beneficial this contrast was ; she even forgot her
own position, and listened with deep S3'mpath3' to the
account of the father.
" I am speaking to a daughter," said Mr. Hummel,
"who is going back to her father, and I tell her what
I have said to no one else : how hard it is to bear my
child's wish to leave me."
He spoke about the child whom they both loved,
and it was pleasant intercourse between them. Thus
several hours passed.
Translation copyrighted.
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The lackey came again, and asked respectfully
whether Mrs. Werner had sent Gabriel away.
" He has gone upon a commission for me," grum-
bled Mr. Hummel, to the inquirer; "he is looking
after some money matters with which I did not choose
to burden your honesty. If any one inquires from the
city for me, I must beg, Mrs. Werner, to request this
man to say that I am at home."
He again looked at his watch.
"Four hours," he said. "If the horse was good,
and Gabriel did not lose his way in the dark, we may
e.xpect him every moment. If he has not succeeded,
you may still be without anxiety ; I will still take you
from this house."
The bell below rang, and the house door opened
—
Gabriel entered. There was a gleam of pleasure in
his countenance.
"Promptly, at ten, the carriage will stop before
the inn," he said, cautiously; " I have ridden hastily
in advance.
"
Use jumped up. Again the terrors of the day and
anxiet}' for the future passed through her mind.
"Sit still," admonished Mr. Hummel again; "vio-
lent moving about is suspicious. I will meanwhile
hold council once' more with Gabriel."
This council lasted a long time. At last Mr. Hum-
mel came back, and said, very seriously
:
"Now, Mrs. Werner, prepare yourself; we have a
quarter of an hour's walk. Yield j'ourself quietly to
our guidance; all has been carefully considered."
Mr. Hummel rang. Gabriel, who had returned
to the spy on the ground floor, entered as usual, and
took several keys and a screw- driver out of his pocket,
and said, cautiously
:
"The first week we were here I closed the small
back staircase and secured the door with a large screw
;
the people do not know that I have the keys."
He went to one of the back room's and opened the
entrance to a secret staircase. Mr. Hummel glided
after him.
" I wished to know how I was to let myself in again,"
he said, returning to Use. "When I have taken you
away some one must be heard moving about here as
)'Our spirit, otherwise all the trouble would be lost.
Gabriel will take you down the back staircase, while
I go out at the front door and keep the lackey in con-
versation. I will meet you a short distance from the
house among the bushes ; Gabriel will bring you to
me, and I will be sure to be there."
Use pressed his hand anxiously.
"I hope all will go well," said Mr. Hummel,
cautiously. "Take care to have a cloak that will dis-
guise you as much as possible."
Use flew to her writing-table and in haste wrote
these words :
" Farewell, beloved ; I am gone to my father."
Again sorrow overpowered her ; she wrung her
hands and wept. Mr. Hummel stood respectfully
aside. At last he laid his hand on her shoulder : "The
time is passing away."
Use jumped up, enclosed the note in an envelope,
gave it to Gabriel, and quickl}' veiled herself.
" Now forward," admonished Mr. Hummel, "out of
both doors. I go first. Good bye, Mrs. Werner, " he called
out, through the open door ; " I hope you will rest well. '
'
He stepped heavily down the stairs, the lackey
was standing on the last step.
"Come here, young man," shouted Mr. Hummel,
"I wish to have you stuffed after your death, and
placed before the council house as a model for later
generations of the love of truth. When I return you
may depend upon it I shall again give myself the
pleasure of expressing my high opinion of you ; then
I will reveal to the Professor the consummate meanness
of your character. I have a great mind to make your
worthlessness known in the daily paper in order that
you may become a scare-crow to the world."
The servant listened with downcast eyes, and bowed
mockingly.
" Good-night, courtling," said Mr. Hummel, going
out and closing the door behind him.
Mr. Hummel walked with measured tread from
the house, turning to the left side where a path entered
a thicket; there he concealed himself. The rain poured,
and the wind roared in the tops of the trees. Mr.
Hummel looked cautiously about him when he entered
the darkness of the spot where Gabriel and Prince
Victor had once spoken to one another of the ghosts
of the castle. There was a slight stir in the thicket,
a tall figure approached him and seized his arm.
"Good," said Mr. Hummel, in alow tone; "go
back quickly, Gabriel, and expect me in time. But
we must seek out dark paths and avoid the lights ;
you must conceal your face under your veil when we
come into the open."
Use took the arm of her landlord and walked along,
covered by the great umbrella which Mr. Hummel
held over her.
Behind the fugitives the tower clock struck ten,
when the outline of the inn outside the gate was seen
against the darkened heaven.
" We must not be too early nor too late," said Mr.
Hummel, restraining the steps of his eager companion.
At the same moment a carriage came slowly towards
them out of the darkness. Use's arm trembled. "Be
calm," begged Mr. Hummel; "see whether that is
your friend."
"I recognize the horses," whispered Use, breath-
less. Mr. Hummel approached the coachman's covered
seat, and asked, as a password, "From Toad?"
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"Ville," answered a firm voice. The Crown In-
spector sprang down to Use ; there was a little move-
ment in the carriage, the corner of the leather curtain
was lifted, and a small hand was put out. Hummel
seized and shook it. "An agreeable addition," he
said. Without speaking a word, the Crown Inspector
unbuttoned the leather curtain. "My dear friend,"
cried a trembling female voice from within. Use
turned to Mr. Hummel; " not a word," he said ; "a
pleasant journey to you." Use was pushed in ; Mrs.
Rollmaus seized hold of her arm, and held it firmly ;
and while the Crown Inspector was again buttoning
the curtain, Mr. Hummel greeted him. " It gives me
great pleasure," he said, "but for an exchange of cards
this is not a favorable opportunity. Besides which,
our classes, according to natural history, are not the
same. But punctuality at the right time and good-
will were mutual." The Crown Inspector jumped
upon the coachman's box and seized the reins. He
turned the carriage, Mr. Hummel gave a farewell tap
upon the wet leather curtain, the horses trotted off
quietly, and the carriage passed into the darkness.
Hummel looked after it till the heavy rain concealed
it from his view, cast one more searching glance down
the now empty road, and hastened back to the city.
He went to the Pavilion through the most remote part
of the grounds ; at the spot where Gabriel had put the
lady under his charge, he dived into the deep shade of
the trees, and made his way cautiously through the
wet bushes to the back of the house. He felt along
the wall. "Stop on the threshold," whispered Ga-
briel ; " I will take off your boots."
" Cannot I be spared this court toilet? " grumbled
Hummel. " Stocking-feet are contrary to my nature. "
" All will have been in vain if 5'ou are heard on the
staircase."
Hummel slipped up the stairs behind Gabriel into
the dark room. "Here are Mrs. Werner's rooms.
You must move backwards and forwards in the dark,
and sometimes move the chairs, till I call you. There
is now another spy, they are talking together below.
I fear they suspect that we have something on hand.
They look at me askance. The lackey every day car-
ries the lamps from the sitting-room, and nothing must
be altered ; it would create suspicion if he did not hear
some one moving about in the next room. When all
is quiet, then the lackey leaves the house, and we can
speak to one another."
" It is against my conscience, Gabriel," murmured
Hummel, to remain in a strange house without the
permission of the owner or lodger."
"Quiet," warned Gabriel, anxiously; I hear the
man on the stairs ; close the door behind me."
Mr. Hummel stood alone in the dark. He placed
his boots near the arm-chair, walked around them, and
sometimes gave them a push. " Very gently always,"
he thought, "for they are the movements of a Pro-
fessor's wife. The demands which now-a-days are
made on a householder exceed all imagination. An
elopement from the house of a stranger, and acting
the part of a lady in the darkness of night." The
steps of men were heard outside, and he again pushed
his boots. "Darkness in a strange house is by no
means desirable," he continued, to himself. "I have
always had a hatred of a dark room since I once fell
down into a cellar ; this gloom is only good for cats
and rogues. But the most lamentable thing for a
citizen is, that his boots should be withheld from
him." He heard a light tread in the next rgom, and
again moved the chair.
At last all became quiet in the house. Mr. Hum-
mel threw himself back in the chair, and looked wearily
around the strange room. A pale ray of light fell from
without through a crevice of the curtains, and the
tassel of the curtain and the gilded top of a chair
glimmered in the darkness. Now at last Mr. Hummel
might put on his boots,- and then for a time he occupied
himself with severe comments upon the world. His
usual hour for rest had meanwhile come, and he was
tired from his journey; he sank, gradually into a
dreamy state, and his last distinct thought was, "there
must be no snoring in this princely darkness." With
this intention he closed his eyes, and said farewell to
the cares of the world.
In his sleep it appeared to him as if he heard a
slight noise ; he opened his eyes and looked about the
room. He saw indistinctly that the wall looked dif-
ferent from what it had done. The large mirror
that before stood there, seemed to have vanished,
and it appeared to him as if a veiled figure stood in
its place and moved. He was a courageous man, but
his limbs now trembled with terror. He barricaded
himself behind a chair. "Is this a magic lantern?"
he began, with stammering voice; "if so, I beg you
not to disturb yourself ; I admire your skill, but have not
mj' purse with me. But if you are a man, I should
like a more distinct knowledge of the fact. I call upon
you to show yourself in substance. I have the honor
of introducing myself to you in this scanty light. Hat-
manufacturer, Henry Hummel ; my papers are correct
—a passport to Paris." He put his hand into his
breast pocket. "As a respectable citizen is bound to
defend himself in these dangerous times, it has been
inserted in my passport, avec tin pisiolei. I beg you
kindly to bear this in mind." He took out a pocket
pistol and held it before him. He again looked at the
spot ; nothing was to be seen ; the mirror stood as be-
fore. He rubbed his eyes. "Stupid stuff," he said;
"it was, after all, only a sleepy fancy."
( To bt ''ontinitfd. )
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COSMOS.
BY JOHN BEVERLEY ROBINSON.
In thought I floated in the abyss of space
:
Earth out of sight ; sun indistinguishable
;
Darkness about me ; but, before my face,
—
Above,—beneath,—a brilliancy afar
Of mighty galaxies together throbbing :
And with me, from some other tiny star, •
A being whom my sight could not discern
;
Whose voice I could not hear nor substance feel :
As thought answers to thought it spoke in turn :
" Greater than thine, thou ' roof and crown of things,'
My nature is ; and others greater still
Inhabit atoms of these nebulous rings.
But not the mightiest of them all can frame
For the unbounded IS a worthy name."
BOOK REVIE\A^S.
Monument Funeraire a Court Saint Etienne. Adolphe Samyii.
Liege : Ch. Claesen.
The form of this work is large quarto, beautifully illustrated
;
it is an essay by M. Adolphe Samyn, a Belgian architect, descriptive
of a monument recently erected in the cemetery of Saint Etienne.
The idea of the structure is best expressed by the sub-title of M.
Samyn's monograph ; namely, the application to funebrial archi-
tecture of comparative religious symbolism. The dominant prin-
,
ciples of the main religious creeds of ancient and modern times
—
principles all of which the originator of the project regarded as
essentially true—have been represented by signs, emblems, and
descriptions. The style of architecture is, in main, Hindu—the
style best adapted to the requirements of symbolic art. The ap-
pearance of the structure recalls to mind the tombs of ancient
India
;
resembling a kiosk of small dimensions. The inscriptions
and symbols are borrowed from India and Jerusalem, Athens and
Rome, Gaul and Germania, Arabia and Persia, Egypt and Assyria.
The conception is elaborate and original.
The Ruins Revisited, and the World-Story Retold. S. F.
Walker. Lamone, la. : 1887.
This is an incoherent mass, ^pot-pourri of geological, archaeo-
logical, ethnological, and biblical scraps. It is without a single
statement of purpose ; it has neither unity nor plan. So far as we
have been able to penetrate, we have not, with the exception of
citations from other authors, found a single connecting thought
between any two consecutive sentences. //Ap/c.
" The Proceedings of the Thirty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the
State Historical Society of Wisconsin," show a widening field of
usefulness for that organization. Additions have been made to
their library, and manuscripts of local historical import obtained.
It is claimed that no public exhibition hall in Wisconsin is annu-
ally inspected by so many visitors as the Art Gallery of the His-
torical Society. The annual address, by Mr. Frederick J. Turner,
discussed the Character and Influence of the Fur Trade of Wis-
consin.
Tlie Democrat, a London monthly, is an active and intelligent
advocate of social and national reform. The reports of Mr. Henry
George's English tour occupy much space in its columns.
La Chroiiiqiie Modertie, a new monthly publication, is an en-
tertaining and attractive review of current literature and art.
Editor, M. Robert Bernier. Publisher, Paul Sevin, 8 Boulevard
des Italiens. It has many novel features, prints only unpublished
romances and poems, and oifers valuable notes of Parisian artistic
life
NOTES.
Miss Marie A. Brown will lecture before the Society for Eth-
ical Culture, early in June, on the Norse Discovery.
The Sitaharanam, of which this week's chapter does not ap-
pear, will be continued in our next issue.
Brentano's will issue simultaneously in London and New
York the Roninme of on Alter Ego, a new novel by General Lloyd
Bryce.
The Proverbs of Solomon have been translated into Volapiik.
We have received from the translator, Mr. Samuel Huebsch, a
copy of the work.
A feature of the June Magazine of American History likely to
attract attention is the paper " Evolution of the Constitution," by
William C. Bates.
An interesting essay on mental and bodily culture is Mr. Mor-
rison I. Swift's pamphlet "The Physical Basis of Education." It
inculcates many valuable lessons.
The Open Court will henceforth appear with uncut pages.
This change of form, which we trust will meet the approval of our
readers, has been made with a view to obtaining a larger margin
in the bound volumes of the magazine.
" A Concept of the Universe," by Mr. E. W. McComas, of
Fort Scott, Kansas, is a pamphlet of thirty-eight pages, offering a
solution of the problem of existence. Its philosophy is highly
speculative in character, and its science eclectic.
The Teachers' Outlook, the first number of which is at hand,
realizes the high expectations we had entertained of it. Its col-
umns are bright, and filled with instructive and entertaining mat-
ter. It is comprehensive in its reviews of current affairs, careful
in its choice of scientific and literary subjects, and able in its pre-
sentation of opinion. (W. G. Todd, Des Moines, la.)
The work of G. A. Hirn, "The Constitution of Celestial
Space," (Gauthiers-'Villars, Paris, ) has evoked considerable com-
ment in the scientific world. "It is beyond a doubt," said M.
Faye, before the Academy of Sciences of the Institute of France,
"one of the most original and interesting works produced in re-
cent years." We may have occasion in a future number to pre-
sent a brief review of Hirn's theories.
The first issue of The Universal Republic, "An Occasional
Magazine Advocating the Unity of Nations," came out in January.
The magazine is published in London, edited by Mr. George
Jacob Holyoake (Eastern Lodge, Brighton). As the prospectus
states, " it is not issued for purposes of profit, but to put into the
minds of the European world the idea of the amity of nations."
The object is a serious and noble one, and we hope The Universal
Republic will find a wide circle of readers.
On May 15. the first number of Dawn, a monthly magazine
devoted to the cause of Christian Socialism, appeared. The new
periodical is published in Boston and edited by the Rev. W. D.
P. Bliss. Dr. R. Heber Newton, of New York, Mr. Edward
Bellamy, of Chicopee Falls, Mass., and Mr. Charles R. Fitch, of
Denver, Col., are among the contributors. Its objects are "to
show that the aim of Socialism is embraced in the aim of Chris-
tianity and that, in obedience to the doctrines of Christ, the
Church must apply itself to the realization of the social principles
of Christianify." Apparently the conversion of Christianity is to
be made a ' condition precedent ' to the establishment of Socialism
;
certainly an indirect method to attain that which its projectors be-
lieve /<?/- j'c- worthy of realization. In the " Declaration of Prin-
ciples " we find much that is commendable and in the scheme of
proposed legislative measures much to be endorsed. A valuable
catalogue of works on Socialistic and Economic subjects is ap-
pended to the number.
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Secular Thought
A Journal of Liberal Thought.
The Official Organ of the Canadian Secular
Union,
$2 a Year. Published Weekly. Single Copy, 5c.
CHARLES WATTS, Editor.
31 Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Read what Colonel Ingersoll says:
" I am greatly pleased with ' Secular Thought '
—
with its form, arrangement, and contents—above all,
with its spirit. It is splendid. I don't see how it
could ba better. I read it with the greatest of
pleasure." Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll.
Read what Helen H. Gardener says:
"Permit me to congratulate you on the fine ap-
pearance and tone of 'Secular Thought.' I hear-
tily congratulate our Canadian friends upon the
fact that they are represented by a paper of which
they can be justly proud, and which they need
never hesitate to hand to their most delicate-
minded friends, however religious they maybe."
Helen H. Gardener.
THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Com-
pany, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine de-
voted to the interests of teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories of the schools.
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy,
quicken thought and make the school room a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and indus-
trial problems, scientific inventions, discoveries,
etc.
Another feature will be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
We have entered into arrangements with all the
leading publishers to keep us informed of all their
new and prospective publications, and the Reviews
will be made by competent critics.
Still another feature, and a very important one
as giving a practical value to the Outlook offered,
will be the formation of a circle of writers out of
its subscribers, from which it hopes to draw its
corps of contributors. This plan is original as ap-
plied to a magazine, and is based on the idea of
co-operation, or mutual helpfulness. If met with
that appreciation necessary to its full execution it
will be the means of introducing many new writers
to the public, and of aiding many who now lack
the training in the expression of thought necessary
to a kindly reception in the field of literature into
which their tastes would lead them. For further
particulars send four cents for Prospectus, or fifty
cents for magazine eight months. 112
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WATTS'S LITERARY CUIDE.
Invaluable to all who desire to keep abre;
the highest thought of the age.
SPECIMEN COPY POST FREE.-
Henry J. Ennis,
Attorney and Counsellor in Patent Cases.
Rejected and Complicated Cases a Specialty.
Office: Lenox Building,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
(Opposite the U. S. Patent Office.) P. O. Boi
442. Patent Business Exclusively.
REMINGTON
Standard
Type-
writer
WON
GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD,
At TORONTO in open contest, August 13, 1888.
151 WORDS PER MINUTE,
WITHOUT AN ERROR.
The above is an authentic record made by Mr.
Frank E. McGurrin, at Detroit, on January 21, 1889,
on a memorized sentence, ihnsbeatiji^ all previous
records of correct work by thirty words per minute,
and placing the " Remington " still further beyond
reach of competition.
Photographic copies of certified work furnished
on application.
WYCKOFF, SEAMANS, & BENEDICT,
196 La Salle St., CHICAGO.
TWENTIETHCENTURY
Devoted to Secular Religion and
Social Regeneration.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST. Editor.
Contains, besides crisp and pointed editorials
and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday Addresses of the Editor before Unity Con
gregation.
It is the only so-called " Liberal " paper that ad-
vocates radical social regeneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free dis-
cussion of all religious and economic theories.
Twelve pages. Issued weekly. Annual subscrip-
tion one dollar. Sample Copies free. All subscrib-
ers will receive a Copy of Mr. PentecosVs book,
' WHAT I BELIEVE."
Address:
Twentietli Century PuMisMog Company,
No. 4 Warren St., NEW YORK CITY.
-FAIR PLAY,"
in its issues of May nth and May i8ih. exposes the
unfounded nature of the claim made by Christian
prohibitionists that the Bible is favorable both to
abstinence and prohibition. It is demonstrated
that it is neither, hundreds of texts being cited by
the compiler of
"BIBLE TEMPERANCE."
Labor, governmental, and financial questions dis-
cussed by able writers.
During tlie Summer a complete history will be
given of the Walker and Harman " Autonomistic
Marriage," together with a concise statement of
the principals' present views upon the subject.
Those who subscribe now will therefore receive
the " official report " of this famous cause.
Seventy-five Cents per year.
Forty Cents per six months.
Address:
"FAIR PLAY,"
Box 49S. VALLEY FALLS, KANSAS.
NEW PU BLICATION.
THE
Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms
A Study in Experimental Psychology
By ALFRED BINET.
Translated from the French with the Sanction of
the Author. Treating of the following subjects
1. The Psychology of the Cell—Introductory.
2. The Structural and Physiological Character of
Proto- Organisms : the Motory and Sensory Organs.
3. The Psychology of Nutrition: Holophytic, Sap-
rophytic, and Animal Nutrition : Predatory Habits-
of Certain Animalcula.
4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms.
5. Fecundation of Proto- Organisms.
6. Fecundation of Higlier Animals and Plants.
7. The Physiological Function of the Nucleus.
S. Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet {Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting Cellular Psychology.
The monograph of M, Binet is an important con-
tribution to comparative psychology. It presents
the results of the most recent researches, and draws
from sources inaccessible to the majority of scien-
tific readers—the reports and publications of for-
eign societies. Here may be instanced, apart from
the author's original investigations, the researches
of Balbiani, Claparide and Lachmann, MauPas,
Ribot, HiEckel, Engebnann, Espifias, Pouchct, We-
ber, Pfeff&r, Kent, Dujardin, Gruber, Nusstaum,
Butschli, Lieberkiihn.
In a preface written especially for the American
edition, M. Binet confutes the theory of the English
scientist, Dr. G. J. Romanes, that the first appear-
ance of the various psychical and intellectual fac-
ulties is assignable to different stages in the scale
of zoological development.
lb mo, 135 pages. Cloth, 75 Cts, Paper, jo Cts.
OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY,
p. O. Drawer F., Chicago, Illinois.
TO ADVERTISERS!
For a check for$20we will printa ten-Hue advert
tlsement In One Million Issues of leadinK Ameri-
can Newspapersand complete the work within ten
daya. This is at the rate of only one-fifth of a cent
a line, for 1,000 Circulation! The advertisement
wlU appear In but a single Issue of any paper, and
consequently will be placed before One Million
different newspaper purchasers ; or Five SIillioh
Beaders, \t It Is true, as Is sometimes stated, that
tied at by five persons on
1 lines will accommodate about 75
words, address with copy of Adv. and check, or
flend 30 cents for Book of 256 pages.
GBO. P. ROWELL & CO,, 10 Speucb ST.,Nkw Yokk,
We have Just Issued a new edition of oar
Book called '' Newspaper Advertising." It has 2W
pages, and among Us conteuts may be named the
followiug Lists and Cntalogues of Newspapers:—
DAIL'T NEWSPAPERS IN NEW YOKKCITT,
With their Advertising Rates.
DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVING more
than 150,000 population, omitting all but the best.
DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIESHAVING mor»
than 20,000 population, omitting all but the beat.
A SMALL LIST OF NEWSPAPERS IN which to
advertise every section of the country : being a
choice selection made up with great care, guJaed
by long experience.
ONE NEWSPAPER IN A STATE. The best one
for an advertiser to use ir he will use but one.
BARGAINS IN ADVERTISING IN DAILY News-
papers In many principal cities and towns, a List
which offers peculiar inducements to some adver-
tisers.
LARGEST CIRCULATIONS. A complete list of
all American papers Issuing regularly more than
25^000 copies.
THE BEST LTSTOP LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, OOT-
erlng every town of ov
B,000 population and eve;
Import.Tt county seat.
SELECTLIST OFLOCAL
NEWSPAPERS, In which
,
advertl.>;ements arelusert-i
edat half price. I
6,472 VILLAGE NEWS-'
PAPERS, In wiiich adver-
tlsemcntsnre Inserted for
142.15 a line and appear in
the whole lot—one half of
all the American Weeklies
Book sent to any address forTHIRTY CBNTfr
150?
